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Background: In the general population, 10.6 % of people favor their left hand over the 36 
right for motor tasks. Previous research suggests higher prevalence of atypical (left-, 37 
mixed-, or non-right-) handedness in (i) twins compared to singletons, and in (ii) 38 
monozygotic compared to dizygotic twins. Moreover, (iii) studies have shown a higher 39 
rate of handedness concordance in monozygotic compared to dizygotic twins, in line 40 
with genetic factors playing a role for handedness.  41 
Methods: By means of a systematic review, we identified 59 studies from previous 42 
literature and performed three sets of random effects meta-analyses on (i) twin-to-43 
singleton Odds Ratios (21 studies, n = 189,422 individuals) and (ii) monozygotic-to-44 
dizygotic twin Odds Ratios (48 studies, n = 63,295 individuals), both times for 45 
prevalence of left-, mixed-, and non-right-handedness. For monozygotic and dizygotic 46 
twin pairs we compared (iii) handedness concordance Odds Ratios (44 studies, n = 47 
36,217 twin pairs). We also tested for potential effects of moderating variables, such as 48 
sex, age, the method used to assess handedness, and the twins’ zygosity. 49 
Results: We found (i) evidence for higher prevalence of left- (Odds Ratio = 1.40, 95 % 50 
Confidence Interval = [1.26, 1.57]) and non-right- (Odds Ratio = 1.36, 95 % Confidence 51 
Interval = [1.22, 1.52]), but not mixed-handedness (Odds Ratio = 1.08, 95 % Confidence 52 
Interval = [0.52, 2.27]) among twins compared to singletons. We further showed a 53 
decrease in Odds Ratios in more recent studies (post-1975: Odds Ratio = 1.30, 95 % 54 
Confidence Interval = [1.17, 1.45]) compared to earlier studies (pre-1975: Odds Ratio = 55 
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1.90, 95 % Confidence Interval = [1.59-2.27]). While there was (ii) no difference between 56 
monozygotic and dizygotic twins regarding prevalence of left- (Odds Ratio = 0.98, 95 57 
% Confidence Interval = [0.89, 1.07]), mixed- (Odds Ratio = 0.96, 95 % Confidence 58 
Interval = [0.46, 1.99]), or non-right-handedness (Odds Ratio = 1.01, 95 % Confidence 59 
Interval = [0.91, 1.12]), we found that (iii) handedness concordance was elevated 60 
among monozygotic compared to dizygotic twin pairs (Odds Ratio = 1.11, 95 % 61 
Confidence Interval = [1.06, 1.18]). By means of moderator analyses, we did not find 62 
evidence for effects of potentially confounding variables. 63 
Conclusion: We provide the largest and most comprehensive meta-analysis on 64 
handedness in twins. Although a raw, unadjusted analysis found a higher prevalence 65 
of left- and non-right-, but not mixed-handedness among twins compared to 66 
singletons, left-handedness was substantially more prevalent in earlier than in more 67 
recent studies. The single large, recent study which included birth weight, Apgar score 68 
and gestational age as covariates found no twin-singleton difference in handedness 69 
rate, but these covariates could not be included in the present meta-analysis. Together, 70 
the secular shift and the influence of covariates probably make it unsafe to conclude 71 
that twinning has a genuine relationship to handedness.  72 







Handedness is a form of human motor lateralization which has been studied 78 
extensively [1] as it is commonly understood as a proxy for functional brain 79 
lateralization [2]. Handedness shows a robust population-level asymmetry, with the 80 
great majority of people being right-handed and only 10.6 % being left-handed as 81 
estimated by a recent meta-analysis [3].  82 
However, left-handedness prevalence seems to vary in different populations. For 83 
example, it is well established that left-handedness occurs more often among males as 84 
compared to females [4]. Similarly, higher prevalence of atypical handedness has been 85 
reported in twins [5–9]. This finding was confirmed by Sicotte et al. [10] using  meta-86 
analysis. Without investigating moderators, the authors hypothesized that this effect 87 
could be mediated by pre- or perinatal circumstances which are more prevalent in 88 
twins or other form of multiples as compared to singletons [11–13]. For example, 89 
elevated proportions of left-handers were observed among singletons who 90 
experienced birth stress [14–16] and among children who were born preterm [17], by 91 
Caesarian section [18, 19], or struggled with breathing during birth [20]. Another 92 
aspect frequently associated with a tendency towards non-right-handedness is lower 93 
birth weight [21–23]. In a sample of Japanese and Dutch triplets, Heikkilä et al. [24] 94 
confirmed that left-handers displayed significantly lower birth weight than right-95 
handers. In a recent large-scale study using the UK Biobank (n ~ 500,000), small but 96 
significant effects of birth year (increase in right-handedness of 0.7 % per decade), birth 97 
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weight (on average, right-handers are ~26 g heavier) as well as being part of a multiple 98 
birth (singletons = 9.5 % left-handedness, multiples = 11.2 % left-handedness, OR for 99 
right-handedness = 0.83) on handedness have been confirmed [25].  100 
Sicotte et al. [10] also tested for differences in the prevalence of left-handedness 101 
between and monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins but found no effect.  102 
As MZ twins share 100 % of their DNA while DZ twins overlap on only 50 % of genetic 103 
variants [2, 26], the twin model is often used to estimate heritability of one phenotypic 104 
trait [27]. A higher handedness concordance among MZ twins as compared to DZ 105 
twins [28–30] indicates a significant role of genetic factors in the ontogenesis of 106 
handedness. This was also confirmed by Sicotte et al. [10] (mean OR across studies = 107 
1.37). Handedness heritability was estimated to be 0.24-0.26 for in large samples of 108 
21,127 twin pairs [31] or samples consisting of twins and their siblings adding up to 109 
54,270 individuals [32]. Similarly, Somers et al. [33] estimated the heritability of left-110 
handedness to be around 0.24 from a genetic linkage study in human pedigrees. In a 111 
large GWAS, Cuellar-Partida et al. [34] reported single nucleotide polymorphism 112 
(SNP) based heritability estimates of 5.9 % for left-handedness and 12 % for 113 
ambidexterity. This indicates that genetic factors account for up to one quarter of the 114 
variability of handedness. 115 
Recently, several studies have been published on twin handedness. However, findings 116 
are not always in agreement, with different studies giving different estimates. For 117 
example, Zheng et al. [35] or Medland et al. [36] did not replicate a higher prevalence 118 
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of atypical handedness in twins. Meta-analytic approaches can quantitively 119 
summarize the literature to provide an overall reliable estimate of handedness 120 
differences. Moreover, they can investigate possible small study bias in the literature 121 
and importantly allow for moderator analyses to investigate variables that could 122 
moderate the prevalence of handedness categories among twins [37]. Indeed, the vast 123 
field of handedness has recently seen an upsurge of meta-analyses that aim to 124 
summarize the literature and provide estimates of atypical handedness in various 125 
populations (e.g., individuals with autism [38], deaf individuals [39], intellectually 126 
disabled and intellectually gifted individuals [40], individuals with ADHD [41]). 127 
Sicotte et al. [10] do report a meta-analysis of the handedness literature in twins. 128 
However, their meta-analysis was published more than 20 years ago, calling for an 129 
update as numerous new data sets have been published over the course of more than 130 
two decades. As an illustration, using the search term “handedness twins” on PubMed 131 
for publications that have been published after 1999 yields 120 hits. While not all of 132 
these studies might be eligible for meta-analysis, this number points towards a 133 
substantial increase in empirical studies over that period. Including this more recent 134 
data in meta-analysis is important, not only because it might result in more reliable 135 
estimates but also because antiquated efforts of forcing left-handers to use their right 136 
hand have largely been terminated [32, 42–44]. Moreover, the Sicotte et al. [10] analysis 137 
is limited by the fact that they only considered left- and right-handers. However, there 138 
is a certain proportion of people that cannot be classified in either of these categories. 139 
The definition of this mid-category is rather unsharp and its labelling varies from 140 
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“mixed-handedness” over “both-handedness” to “ambidexterity”. As emphasized by 141 
Papadatou-Pastou et al. [3], even if these terms are often used interchangeably, 142 
“ambidextrous” refers to individuals being equally skilled with both hands while 143 
“mixed-handed” refers to individuals preferring to use different hands for different 144 
tasks. When handedness is determined as self-report of writing hand, it is thus by 145 
definition only possible to account for ambidexterity, but not mixed-handedness. In 146 
contrast, self-report questionnaires like the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [45] 147 
assess the preferred hand for several manual activities, which therefore captures 148 
ambidextrous as well as mixed-handed individuals in the mid-category. 149 
Consequently, the meta-analysis by Papadatou-Pastou et al. [3] confirmed that the 150 
method to determine handedness affects precise point estimates of atypical 151 
handedness prevalence. The authors further found that the prevalence of this mid-152 
category is 9.3 %, suggesting that a strong lateralization towards the right side is the 153 
common rule, whereas non-right-handedness (including left-, mixed-handedness and 154 
ambidexterity) is generally referred to as “atypical” handedness [3]. All in all, newly 155 
gathered insights may be capable of challenging the interpretations made by Sicotte et 156 
al. [10], and recent accumulations in overall data might even allow for divergent 157 
results. 158 
Thus, the major goal of the present meta-analysis is to update the state of the art 159 
concerning the questions of whether atypical handedness occurs more often in twins 160 
than in singletons. Three sets of meta-analyses were conducted. Firstly, we compared 161 
the prevalence of atypical handedness in twins and singletons. Secondly, we examined 162 
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whether atypical handedness occurs more often in MZ compared to DZ twins. Thirdly, 163 
we analyzed data on handedness in twins in a pairwise manner to test whether MZ 164 
and DZ twin pairs differ in their prevalence of handedness concordance. Beyond those 165 
three sets of meta-analyses, we performed various moderator analyses to elucidate 166 
whether additional factors such as inclusion in the Sicotte et al. [10] meta-analysis, 167 
method of determining zygosity, sex, age, year of publication, measurement of 168 
handedness, handedness classification, nature of the singleton group, and purpose of 169 
the study moderated potential differences in atypical handedness prevalence in twins 170 













Materials and Methods 182 
Data availability 183 
All data and analysis codes are available in the OSF project “Handedness in Twins: 184 
Meta-Analyses” under the link: https://osf.io/w7jem/ (the project was preregistered 185 
under the link: https://osf.io/ywhsj). Analyses were conducted as planed in the 186 
preregistration and there were no deviations from the preregistered research protocol. 187 
 188 
Selection of studies for the meta-analyses 189 
The study selection by means of a systematic review as well as the conduction of all 190 
meta-analyses in this study followed the official PRISMA guidelines [46, 47]. As it is 191 
the aim of the PRISMA guidelines to increase the traceability of reviews and meta-192 
analyses, it includes a concrete 27-item checklist which we applied for the selection 193 
and inclusion of studies in our meta-analyses. Risk-of bias (also called critical 194 
appraisal) analysis was not deemed necessary for our included studies, because they 195 
were not assessing an intervention (therefore elements like blinding participants and 196 
randomization were not relevant) or an experimental manipulation (therefore 197 
elements like blinding of the experimenters were not relevant). Moreover, we only 198 
included published studies that may be assumed to have sufficient quality as a result 199 
of peer-review processes. However, we did check for various methodological qualities 200 
of our included studies, such as measurement of handedness, purpose of the study or 201 
way to determine zygosity in the context of several moderator analyses (see below). 202 
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The purpose of this study was to review and reanalyze the meta-analysis by Sicotte et 203 
al. [10] as well as to seek and aggregate new data on handedness in twins to update 204 
the state of the art. Therefore, we opted to combine the data of studies included in the 205 
meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10] with new data from recent studies which were 206 
identified in the course of an extensive literature search. If studies were not accessible 207 
online, local databases were searched for the respective articles or corresponding 208 
authors were contacted via E-mail requests when possible. Data collection as well as 209 
extraction was conducted by LP and concluded in September 2020. Details of this 210 
process are shown in Figure 1. Data collection and extraction were evaluated by SO 211 
and discrepancies were resolved by discussion. 212 
 213 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria 214 
The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied: 215 
(1) Data: Studies needed to provide data on handedness in twins. For inclusion, studies 216 
either needed to allow (a) for a calculation of Odds Ratios (ORs) for a comparison of 217 
handedness between twins and singletons, or (b) for a calculation of ORs for a 218 
comparison of handedness between MZ and DZ twins, or (c) for a calculation of ORs 219 
for a comparison of handedness concordance between MZ and DZ twins. In cases 220 
where studies reported arithmetic data in a way that did not allow for the calculation 221 
of ORs used in the meta-analyses (e.g., laterality indices, averages, quotients), we 222 
contacted the authors to ask for more specific information on the distribution of 223 
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handedness groups across the sample. Studies were excluded if the authors did not 224 
provide that additional information.  225 
(2) Language: Studies had to be written in English to be included in our meta-analyses. 226 
Exceptions were made for the studies published in German or French which were 227 
included in the analysis by Sicotte et al. [10]. Concerning the German studies, we 228 
extracted the data ourselves, whereas for studies written in French we relied on the 229 
data extraction performed by Sicotte et al. [10].  230 
(3) Handedness: As it was our goal to investigate the prevalence of atypical 231 
handedness in twins, we excluded studies in which handedness was defined as an 232 
inclusion or exclusion criterion (e.g., left-handedness as exclusion criterion, 233 
participants matched for or selected on the basis of handedness or 234 
concordance/discordance for handedness).  235 
(4) Participants: As atypical handedness patterns are associated with several 236 
psychiatric [48–50] and neurodevelopmental [38] conditions, studies needed to 237 
provide data on handedness for healthy twins. In cases where mixed samples were 238 
examined [51–58], we only extracted data on handedness for twin pairs concordantly 239 
healthy who served as control twins in these studies. Therefore, the report of 240 
handedness data had to be precise enough to clearly distinguish between healthy 241 
control twins and affected twins (in cases where twins were discordant for conditions, 242 
we opted to also exclude the healthy co-twin). Likewise, when studies compared the 243 
handedness of twins and other multiples with sib-pairs or singletons, handedness had 244 
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to be reported separately for those groups. For studies which did not report the data 245 
precisely enough for the mentioned groups, we contacted the authors to ask for 246 
additional information. Studies were excluded if the authors did not provide this 247 
information. In total, we included 59 studies (including 32 studies already included in 248 
Sicotte et al. [10]) in our meta-analyses (Figure 1). 249 
 250 
Studies included in the meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. (1999) 251 
We aimed to include the studies analyzed by Sicotte et al. [10] but screened them 252 
against our inclusion and exclusion criteria (see above) as those slightly deviated from 253 
the ones applied by Sicotte et al. [10]. In detail, these authors included all studies 254 
containing at least ten twin pairs and providing data on two or more groups of 255 
individuals. As a result, we excluded one study [7] because it seemed to contain other 256 
forms of multiples apart from twins (e.g., triplets) and reported data on handedness in 257 
a combined manner for them. Furthermore, we checked twelve studies which were 258 
explicitly reported to have been excluded in the meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10]. We 259 
opted to include four of these because they fulfilled our inclusion criteria. In detail, 260 
Sicotte et al. [10] excluded these studies due to incorrect references [59] or the lack of 261 
pair-wise data [60, 61]. In contrast, we were able to use these studies for at least one of 262 
our comparisons. Moreover, Sicotte et al. [10] excluded two studies [60, 62] as the exact 263 
number of twins was not stated. As we were able to calculate the number, we could 264 
include both studies. Overall, we analyzed 32 studies included in the meta-analysis by 265 
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Sicotte et al. [10] and four studies explicitly excluded by Sicotte et al. [10] providing 266 
data on handedness in twins covering publications from 1924 to 1996. 267 
 268 
New studies 269 
New data were collected by means of literature search for all studies that reported 270 
handedness for twins (regardless of whether it was the original purpose of the study 271 
to examine handedness or not) and that had been published since 1999 (inclusively). 272 
Thereby, we tried to ensure including all studies not covered by Sicotte et al. [10] as 273 
they reported having conducted their search for studies from 1966 to “present” so that 274 
we assumed their latest results to cover the years 1998/1999. In detail, the electronic 275 
databases PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/), Web of Science 276 
(https://www.webofknowledge.com), and Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.de/) 277 
were searched for the terms “handedness” AND “twins”, “hand preference” AND 278 
“twins”, “hand skill” AND “twins” and “twins” AND “pegboard”. By means of these 279 
search terms, we further extended the work by Sicotte et al. [10] who restricted their 280 
literature review to the keywords “twins” and “handedness”. Reference lists of 281 
included papers as well as other reviews and meta-analyses were further used as 282 
source to identify further studies [2, 31, 36, 63, 64]. This is in line with the search by 283 





Overlapping datasets 287 
In cases where the same data were used by more than one study, the dataset was 288 
included in our analyses only once. We checked overlapping studies separately for the 289 
three sets of meta-analyses we performed, as it was conceivable that the same dataset 290 
was depicted in different ways by different studies so that one publication might have 291 
allowed extraction of the data for our first set of meta-analyses while another 292 
publication on the same sample might have allowed extraction of the data for the 293 
second set of meta-analyses.  294 
First, the twins included in Segal [65] and Gopalakrishman [66] seemed to overlap with 295 
the twins investigated by Sicotte et al. [10], so we could not include those new studies.  296 
For new studies overlapping in their investigated datasets, we opted to include the 297 
oldest study, with the exception when a more recent study included a larger dataset. 298 
Specifically, Hulshoff Pol et al. [67] seemed to overlap with Bootsman [68] for the 299 
Netherlands Twin Registry. As Hulshoff Pol et al. [67] was older and included more 300 
data, we opted to include this study and to exclude Bootsman [68].  301 
Similarly, Vuoksimaa et al. [69] seemed to overlap with several studies [70–76] for the 302 
Older Finnish Twin Cohort of same-sex twin pairs born in Finland before 1958. As 303 
Vuoksimaa et al. [69] provided the most data on this sample, we chose to include this 304 
study and to exclude all others. Heikkilä et al. [77] also seemed to report data on this 305 
sample by means of the FinnTwin12 cohort. However, this study also included the 306 
FinnTwinn16 cohort, so we extracted data only for this dataset out of Heikkilä et al. 307 
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[77]. Moreover, Heikkilä [78] overlapped with Heikkilä et al. [77]. The latter was a 308 
doctoral dissertation in which this study as well as two others (which we assessed and 309 
excluded in the process of our data collection for this meta-analysis) were included. 310 
Therefore, we opted to include Heikkilä et al. [77] and to exclude Heikkilä [78].  311 
Moreover, several studies overlapped for Australian twin samples. Medland et al. [79] 312 
included two samples of which only the second one allowed for the second and the 313 
third set of meta-analyses. However, this sample was based on the Brisbane 314 
Adolescent Twin Study which was also described in Medland et al. [36]. As Medland 315 
et al. [36] was older and provided far more data, we opted to include this study to 316 
account for Australian Twins. As a result, we also had to exclude Kanchibhotla et al. 317 
[80] as this study was based on the Australian Twin Registry which was already 318 
covered by Medland et al. [36] as well. As Dooland et al. [81] reported dental schools 319 
in Adelaide and Melbourne as their primary source of recruitment, this study did not 320 
overlap with Medland et al. [36] and was therefore included. Finally, data reported in 321 
Medland et al. [36] were extracted from Medland et al. [31] as they were reported in 322 
more detail in that article. Similarly, pairwise data had not been reported by Basso et 323 
al. [82] and were extracted from Medland et al. [31] who reported the pairwise data 324 




Figure 1. Flow diagram depicting criteria from the PRISMA guidelines for systematic reviews 327 
and meta-analyses as well as inclusion and exclusion criteria which were applied in the course 328 
of search and inclusion of studies for these meta-analyses. Table S1 contains a comprehensive 329 




Data extraction 332 
We relied on the data extraction performed by Sicotte et al. [10] for five studies as they 333 
were either written in French [28, 83, 84], we had no access to it [85], or Sicotte et al. 334 
[10] reported far more data than we could find, assuming that they had received 335 
additional material by the original study authors [86].  336 
For all other studies reported by Sicotte et al. [10], we extracted the data from the 337 
original papers. In cases where handedness data for individuals and pairs were 338 
conflicting (e.g., when not all individuals originated from complete pairs), we opted 339 
for the individual data. Nevertheless, in the context of our third set of meta-analyses, 340 
we acknowledged pairwise data but concentrated on handedness concordance or 341 
discordance of pairs not taking into account information on the specific handedness 342 
direction (e.g., for concordant pairs, we did not distinguish between R-R- (both twins 343 
right-handed), L-L- (both twins left-handed), or A-A- (both twins mixed-344 
handed/ambidextrous) pairs). Likewise, data extraction for our meta-analyses partly 345 
resulted in some deviations from the data reported by Sicotte et al. [10]. For instance, 346 
we extracted data on handedness categories as detailed as possible using mixed-347 
handedness as its own handedness category. Sicotte et al. [10], in contrast, subsumed 348 
individuals reported to be ambidextrous in the original studies under left-handers, 349 





Statistical analysis 353 
All meta-analyses were performed in R using the metafor package [87]. To address our 354 
research questions, we performed the following three sets of meta-analyses:  355 
1) Meta-analysis set 1: The first set of meta-analyses addressed the question of whether 356 
twins and singletons differ in their prevalence of atypical handedness (left-357 
handedness, mixed-handedness, or non-right-handedness). This analysis was run on 358 
all studies that provided separate handedness data for twins and singletons (21 359 
studies). Odds Ratios (ORs) were calculated for twins vs. singletons for left-, mixed-, 360 
and non-right-handedness. An OR of 1 is indicative of no group difference, while ORs 361 
> 1 suggest a higher prevalence of atypical handedness in twins compared to 362 
singletons and ORs < 1 suggest a higher prevalence of atypical handedness in 363 
singletons compared to twins. Random effects models were run on the ORs for left-, 364 
mixed-, and non-right-handedness, followed by a moderator variable analysis (see 365 
below). 366 
The atypical handedness groups correspond to the following: 367 
(i) The left-handedness group included left-handers from the “right vs. left” (R-L), 368 
“right vs. ambidextrous/mixed-handed vs. left” (R-A-L), and “left vs. non-left” (L-NL) 369 
classifications (red box in Figure 2).  370 
(ii) The mixed-handedness group included mixed-handers in the R-A-L classification 371 
(blue box in Figure 2). The nature of this group depends on the instrument used to 372 
assess handedness. For example, studies using a writing hand criterion (e.g. 373 
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Vuoksimaa et al. [69]) identify ambidextrous individuals (who use both hands for 374 
writing), as their middle category, while studies using several hand preference items 375 
(e.g. Shimizu et al. [88]), also identify mixed-handed individuals (who use the left hand 376 
for some tasks and the right hand for other tasks). Here, we generally refer to the mid-377 
category as it was defined by the original studies (individuals that were not assigned 378 
to the group of right-handers or left-handers) when referring to ‘mixed-handedness’. 379 
Therefore, the mixed-handed group consists of both mixed-handers and ambidextrous 380 
individuals.  381 
(iii) The non-right-handedness group included left-handers (R-L and R-A-L), mixed-382 
handers (R-A-L), and non-right-handers (“right vs. non-right”, R-NR) (green box in 383 







Figure 2. Visualisation of the atypical handedness groups per classification. The red box 389 
represents groups included in the left-handedness comparison, the blue box represents the 390 
group included in the mixed-handedness comparison, and the green box represents groups 391 
included in the non-right-handedness comparison.  392 
 393 
2) Meta-analysis set 2: The second set of meta-analyses addressed the question of 394 
whether MZ and DZ twins differ in their prevalence of left-, mixed-, or non-right-395 
handedness. This analysis was run on all studies that provided separate handedness 396 
data for MZ and DZ twins (48 studies). ORs were calculated for MZ vs. DZ twins for 397 
left-, mixed-, and non-right-handedness. ORs > 1 suggest higher prevalence of atypical 398 
handedness in MZ twins compared to DZ twins, and ORs < 1 suggest higher 399 
prevalence of atypical handedness in DZ twins compared to MZ twins. We ran 400 
random effects models on the ORs for left-, mixed-, and non-right-handedness, 401 
followed by a moderator variable analysis (see below).  402 
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3) Meta-analysis set 3: The third set of meta-analyses addressed the question of 403 
whether MZ and DZ twin pairs differ in the prevalence of pairwise handedness 404 
concordance. This analysis was run on all studies that provided pairwise handedness 405 
data for MZ and DZ twins (44 studies). An OR was calculated for handedness 406 
concordance in MZ vs. DZ twins. An OR > 1 suggests higher concordance in MZ twins 407 
compared to DZ twins, and an OR < 1 suggests higher concordance in DZ twins 408 
compared to MZ twins. We ran a random effects model on concordance OR and 409 
subsequently ran a moderator variable analysis (see below). 410 
 411 
Study heterogeneity and small study bias 412 
For each meta-analysis, we tested for homogeneity using the I2 index reflecting the 413 
variance explained by heterogeneity across studies. The I2 index is assumed to be low, 414 
moderate, and high, when it takes values close to 25 %, 50 %, and 75 % respectively 415 
[89]. The Tau2 index was used to specify variance between studies. We visually 416 
inspected the funnel plot created using the funnel() function to identify small study 417 
bias. Funnel plot asymmetry was also assessed using Egger’s regression test (regtest() 418 
function). Finally, the trim and fill method (trimfill() function) [90] was used to impute 419 





Moderator analyses and variables 423 
(1) Sicotte et al. (1999) meta-analysis: In order to compare our results with those 424 
obtained by Sicotte et al. [10], we first tested for an effect of inclusion in the Sicotte et 425 
al. (1999) meta-analysis (included in Sicotte et al. [10], excluded from Sicotte et al. [10], 426 
new studies) on ORs. This analysis was run for all three sets of meta-analyses (1, 2, and 427 
3).  428 
(2) Year of publication: As it has been shown that early studies bias the distribution of 429 
handedness categories [3], we tested for any moderating effects of the year of 430 
publication of the original study on ORs in the twins vs. singletons meta-analysis 431 
(meta-analysis set 1). 432 
(3) Ancestry: As handedness is believed to be partially genetically determined, we 433 
investigated moderating effects of ancestry in terms of the genetical origin of the 434 
participants of the original studies. In this context we distinguished between (a) 435 
Europe/USA/Australia and (b) East Asia. This analysis was run for the twins vs. 436 
singletons meta-analysis (meta-analysis set 1). 437 
(4) Purpose of the study: We investigated if there was any moderating effect of whether 438 
(a) it was the original purpose of the study to examine handedness in twins, or (b) 439 
whether the study only reported data on handedness as a descriptive variable 440 
independent of the research question of the study. This analysis was run for the twins 441 
vs. singletons meta-analysis (meta-analysis set 1). 442 
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(5) Sex ratio: As confirmed by a meta-analysis by Papadatou-Pastou et al. [4], males 443 
display higher rates of left-handedness than females. When numbers for males and 444 
females were reported, we investigated whether the male:female sex ratio had any 445 
moderating effect on ORs. This analysis was run for the twins vs. singletons meta-446 
analysis (meta-analysis set 1). We did not perform analyses separately for males and 447 
females as data on handedness were rarely broken down by sex separately for twins 448 
and singletons. 449 
(6) Mean age of the participants: We investigated whether the mean age of the 450 
participants had any moderating effect on the ORs for atypical handedness between 451 
twins and singletons (meta-analysis set 1). 452 
(7) Type of singleton group: Since handedness is believed to be partially genetically 453 
determined, we investigated whether there was any moderating effect on the ORs for 454 
atypical handedness between twins and singletons (meta-analysis set 1) depending on 455 
(a) whether twins and singletons were genetically related (e.g., singletons were 456 
siblings of twins) or (b) not. 457 
(8) Handedness classification: We investigated whether the handedness classification 458 
had any moderating effect on the ORs for atypical handedness between twins and 459 
singletons (meta-analysis set 1). Here, we distinguished between the classification 460 
schemes of (a) “right vs. ambidextrous/mixed-handed vs. left” (R-A-L) and (b) “right 461 
vs. left” (R-L).  462 
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(9) Method of handedness assessment: As it was shown that handedness assessment 463 
affects handedness outcomes [3], we investigated whether the assessment method had 464 
any moderating effect on the ORs for atypical handedness between twins and 465 
singletons (meta-analysis set 1). Those methods varied between (a) preference 466 
obtained from performance inventories in which the individuals’ handedness was 467 
determined on the basis of more than one item and (b) self-reports/writing hand.  468 
(10) Method of determining zygosity: We investigated whether the method of 469 
determining zygosity had any moderating effect on the ORs in the MZ vs. DZ (meta-470 
analysis set 2) and in the concordance analysis (meta-analysis set 3). In this context, we 471 
distinguished between (a) serological and genetic methods and (b) questionnaires and 472 
observational methods.  473 
For most studies, not all the variables of interest were reported. Therefore, the number 474 
of studies included in each of the three sets of meta-analyses as well as in the 475 
moderator analyses varied. Hand skill was very rarely reported. In cases where hand 476 
skill and hand preference were reported [91], we opted to extract data for hand 477 
preference. When studies used handedness inventories containing several items but 478 
reported handedness prevalence for every item separately (e.g., Zheng et al. [35], we 479 
extracted data for writing hand, as this is the most commonly used measure for 480 
handedness [3].  481 
Moderator analyses were conducted for the non-right-handedness and the left-482 
handedness classification schemes. The mixed-handedness classification scheme 483 
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included only n = 5 and n = 10 studies in meta-analysis set 1 and 2, respectively, 484 




















Meta-analysis set 1: Prevalence of atypical handedness in twins vs. singletons 503 
The aim of the first set of meta-analyses was to reveal whether there was higher 504 
prevalence of atypical handedness (left-handedness, mixed-handedness, or non-right-505 
handedness) in twins compared to singletons. Overall, 21 studies (13 included by 506 
Sicotte et al. [10], one excluded by Sicotte et al. [10], seven new studies) allowed for the 507 
calculation of ORs for twins vs. singletons, including n = 139,242 singletons, and n = 508 
50,180 twin individuals, resulting in a total sample size of n = 189,422 individuals.  509 
Left-handedness: The twin-to-singleton left-handedness OR provided evidence for a 510 
higher prevalence of left-handedness in twins (Table 1, Figure 3) with moderate to high 511 
heterogeneity among the studies (p < .001). Neither Egger’s regression test for funnel 512 
plot asymmetry (z = 0.11, p = .909), visual inspection of the funnel plot (Figure 4A), nor 513 
the trim and fill test (0 studies to impute, SE = 2.67) revealed evidence for small study 514 
bias.  515 
 516 








Figure 3. Forest plot for the twin-to-singleton left-handedness meta-analysis. The dots 523 
represent ORs for each study and horizontal lines represent the 95 % confidence intervals. The 524 






Figure 4. Funnel plot of standard errors on logit prevalence. Funnel plots A) “LH” (left-529 
handedness), B) “MH” (mixed-handedness), and C) “NRH”(non-right-handedness) refer to 530 
meta-analysis set 1 (twins vs. singletons), and by means of a visual inspection no asymmetries 531 
could be identified. Funnel plots D) “LH”, E) “MH”, and F) “NRH” refer to meta-analysis set 532 
2 (DZ vs. MZ), and according to visual inspection we detected no asymmetries. Funnel plot 533 
G) “concordance” refers to meta-analysis set 3 (concordance), and a visual inspection did not 534 
reveal any asymmetry. 535 
 536 
Mixed-handedness: The twin-to-singleton OR did not suggest a difference in mixed-537 
handedness prevalence between singletons and twins (Table 1). There was evidence 538 
for heterogeneity among the studies (p < .05). Neither Egger’s regression test for funnel 539 
plot asymmetry (z = 0.90, p = .369), visual inspection of the funnel plot (Figure 4B), nor 540 
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the trim and fill test (0 studies to impute, SE = 1.43) revealed evidence for small study 541 
bias.  542 
Non-right-handedness: The twin-to-singleton OR suggested a higher prevalence of non-543 
right-handedness in twins compared to singletons (Table 1, Figure 5) with moderate 544 
to high heterogeneity among studies (p < .01). Neither Egger’s regression test (z = -0.04, 545 
p = .967), nor visual inspection of the funnel plot (Figure 4C) revealed evidence for 546 
small study bias. According to the trim and fill test, one study (SE = 2.85) needs to be 547 
imputed to the right of the mean for the funnel plot to be symmetrical. The resulting 548 






Figure 5. Forest plot for twin-to-singleton non-right-handedness meta-analysis. The dots 553 
represent ORs for each study and horizontal lines represent the 95 % confidence intervals. The 554 
summary OR suggests higher prevalence of non-right-handedness in twins compared to 555 
singletons.  556 
 557 
Moderator analyses: Moderator analyses were conducted for both the non-right-558 
handedness and the left-handedness classification scheme, but only the findings of the 559 
non-right-handedness classification are reported, as this was the most inclusive. We 560 
report results for the left-handedness classification in case the results differed between 561 
classification systems. In each moderator analysis, we included all studies for which 562 




Table 2 565 
 566 
 567 
Sicotte et al. (1999) meta-analysis: First, we were interested if twin-to-singleton ORs 568 
differed between studies included in the meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10] (13 studies), 569 
studies specifically excluded from the meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10] (one study, 570 
which was thus excluded from this analysis), and new studies (six studies). There was 571 
no evidence for a difference in twin-to-singleton ORs between studies included in 572 
Sicotte et al. [10] and new studies, Q(1) = 0.86, p = .354.  573 
Publication year: There was no evidence for a moderating effect of publication year on 574 
twin-to-singleton ORs in the non-right-handedness classification, Q(1) = 3.52, p = .061. 575 
However, there was a significant effect of publication year on twin-to-singleton ORs 576 
in the left-handedness classification, Q(1) = 7.23, p < .01. The negative regression 577 
estimate (-0.005, SE = 0.002, 95 % CI = -0.009, -0.001) suggests smaller ORs in more 578 




Figure 6. A) Moderating effect of publication year on twin-to-singleton ORs for left-581 
handedness. The twin-to-singleton OR for left-handedness decreases as the publication year of 582 
the individual study increases. This effect could be due to a decrease in left-handedness 583 
prevalence in twins, an increase in left-handedness prevalence in singletons, or both. B) 584 
Association between publication year and left-handedness prevalence in twins. C) Association 585 
between publication year and left-handedness prevalence in singletons.  586 
 587 
To test whether both older and more recent studies show a higher prevalence of 588 
atypical handedness in twins compared to singletons, we ran separate random effects 589 
meta-analyses on studies published before 1975 (k = 6 studies including n = 21,372 590 
singletons and n = 2,290 twin individuals) and studies published after 1975 (k = 13 591 
studies including n = 117,669 singletons and n = 47,591 twin individuals). The twin-to-592 
singleton left-handedness OR was estimated to be 1.90 (95 % CI = [1.59, 2.27], z = 6.98, 593 
p < .001) in studies published before 1975 and 1.30 (95 % CI = [1.17, 1.45], z = 4.75, p < 594 
.001) in studies published after 1975. 595 
Next, we were interested whether the decrease in ORs with publication year can be 596 
explained by an increase in left-handedness prevalence in singletons or a decrease of 597 
left-handedness prevalence in twins, or both. We ran random effects meta-analyses on 598 
the prevalence of left-handedness in twins and singletons separately and included 599 
publication year as a moderating variable. There was no evidence for a moderating 600 
effect of publication year on left-handedness prevalence in twins (Q(1) = 0.002, p = .968, 601 
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Figure 6B). There was, however, a trend towards higher left-handedness prevalence in 602 
more recent studies in singletons (Q(1) = 3.80, p = .051, Figure 6C).  603 
Ancestry: Next, we aimed to test for a moderating effect of ancestry. Ancestry was 604 
extracted from 19 studies reporting data on non-right-handedness and resulted in 16 605 
studies of European/US American/Australian origin and three studies of East Asian 606 
origin. There was no evidence for a moderating effect of ancestry on twin-to-singleton 607 
ORs, Q(1) = 0.76, p = .383.  608 
Study purpose: Next, we tested whether there was evidence for a moderating effect of 609 
whether the purpose of the original study was to examine the handedness in twins (17 610 
studies) or not (three studies). There was no evidence for a moderating effect of 611 
purpose on twin-to-singleton ORs, Q(1) = 0.43, p = .510.  612 
Sex: We tested whether sex ratio (extracted from nine studies) had any moderating 613 
effect. There was no evidence for a moderating effect of sex ratio on twin-to-singleton 614 
ORs, Q(1) = 0.20, p = .653.  615 
Mean age: Likewise, there was no evidence for a moderating effect of mean age 616 
(extracted from seven studies) on twin-to-singleton ORs, Q(1) = 2.07, p = .151.  617 
Type of singleton group: Furthermore, we investigated any potential effect of the type of 618 
singleton group on twin-to-singleton ORs. We distinguished between studies 619 
including singleton samples which were genetically related with the twin sample (four 620 
studies) and studies including singleton samples which were not genetically related 621 
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with the twins (twelve studies). There was no evidence for a moderating effect of 622 
singleton group type on twin-to-singleton ORs, Q(1) = 0.37, p = .541.  623 
Handedness classification: Next, we investigated a potential moderating effect of 624 
handedness classification, divided into “R-A-L” (four studies) and “R-L” (twelve 625 
studies). There was no evidence for a moderating effect of classification on twin-to-626 
singleton ORs, Q(1) = 3.03, p = .082.  627 
Method of handedness assessment: Last, we aimed to reveal potential moderating effects 628 
of the method of handedness assessment. To this end, we compared preference 629 
obtained from performance inventories in which the individuals’ handedness was 630 
determined on the basis of more than one item (five studies) and self-reports/writing 631 
hand (twelve studies). There was no evidence for a moderating effect of handedness 632 
assessment on twin-to-singleton ORs, Q(1) = 1.87, p = .171. 633 
 634 
Meta-analysis set 2: Prevalence of atypical handedness in MZ vs. DZ 635 
In our second set of meta-analyses, we aimed to investigate whether there was a 636 
difference in the prevalence of atypical handedness between DZ and MZ twins. 637 
Overall, 48 studies allowed for the calculation of MZ-to-DZ ORs, including n = 36,043 638 
DZ individuals and n = 27,252 MZ individuals, resulting in a total sample size of n = 639 
63,295 individuals. 640 
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Left-handedness: The MZ-to-DZ OR revealed no evidence for a difference in left-641 
handedness prevalence between MZ and DZ twins (Table 3). Heterogeneity among 642 
the studies was moderate (p = .002). Neither Egger’s regression test for funnel plot 643 
asymmetry (z = 1.34, p = .182), nor visual inspection of the funnel plot (Figure 4D) 644 
revealed evidence for small study bias. However, according to the trim and fill test, six 645 
studies (SE = 4.32) would need to be imputed to the left of the mean in order for the 646 
funnel plot to be symmetrical. The resulting adjusted OR was 0.94 (95 % CI = [0.85, 647 
1.03], z = -1.35, p = .178).  648 
 649 
Table 3 650 
 651 
 652 
Mixed-handedness: The MZ-to-DZ mixed-handedness OR did not provide evidence for 653 
a difference in mixed-handedness prevalence between MZ and DZ twins (Table 3). 654 
Heterogeneity among the studies was high (p < .001). Neither Egger’s regression test 655 
for funnel plot asymmetry (z = 1.49, p = .137), nor visual inspection of the funnel plot 656 
(Figure 4E) revealed evidence for small study bias. According to the trim and fill test, 657 
four studies (SE = 2.02) would need to be imputed to the left of the mean in order for 658 
the funnel plot to be symmetrical. The resulting adjusted OR was 0.61 (95 % CI = [0.31, 659 
1.20], z = -1.43, p = .152). 660 
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Non-right-handedness: The MZ-to-DZ non-right-handedness OR did not provide 661 
evidence for a difference in non-right-handedness prevalence between MZ and DZ 662 
twins (Table 3). Heterogeneity among the studies was moderate (p < .001). Neither 663 
Egger’s regression test for funnel plot asymmetry (z = 1.73, p = .083), nor visual 664 
inspection of the funnel plot (Figure 4F) revealed evidence for small study bias. 665 
However, according to the trim and fill test, eight studies (SE = 4.54) would need to be 666 
imputed to the left of the mean in order for the funnel plot to be symmetrical. The 667 
resulting adjusted OR was 0.94 (95 % CI = [0.84, 1.06], z = -1.00, p = .320). 668 
Moderator analysis: There was no evidence for a difference in MZ-to-DZ non-right-669 
handedness ORs between studies included in Sicotte et al. [10] (28 studies), studies 670 
excluded by Sicotte et al. [10] (three studies) and new studies (16 studies), Q(2) = 0.75, 671 
p = .687. 672 
We then investigated a potential moderating effect of the method used to determine 673 
zygosity on MZ-to-DZ ORs. Studies were divided into “serological and genetic 674 
analyses” (eleven studies) and “questionnaire” (25 studies). There was no evidence for 675 
a moderating effect of the method used to determine zygosity on MZ-to-DZ non-right-676 
handedness ORs, Q(1) = 0.06, p = .809. 677 
 678 
Meta-analysis set 3: Concordance of handedness in MZ vs. DZ 679 
The aim of our third set of meta-analyses was to test whether DZ and MZ twin pairs 680 
differed in pairwise handedness concordance. Overall, 44 studies (27 included by 681 
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Sicotte et al. [10], one study excluded by Sicotte et al. [10], 16 new studies) allowed for 682 
the calculation of ORs for pairwise concordance in MZ vs. DZ twins, including n = 683 
20,711 DZ twin pairs and n = 15,506 MZ twin pairs, resulting in a total sample size of 684 
n = 36,217 twin pairs. Across all studies, the concordance rate was 80.49 % in MZ twin 685 
pairs (n = 12,481 concordant twin pairs) and 79.27 % in DZ twin pairs (n = 16,417 686 
concordant twin pairs). 687 
The concordance OR was estimated to be 1.11 (95 % CI = [1.06, 1.18], z = 3.91, p < .001, 688 
Figure 7). Heterogeneity among the studies was low, Q(43) = 60.01, p < .05, I2 = 0.02 %, 689 
Tau2 = 0.00. Neither Egger’s regression test for funnel plot asymmetry (z = -0.54, p = 690 
.590), nor visual inspection of the funnel plot (Figure 4G) revealed evidence for small 691 
study bias. According to the trim and fill test, one study (SE = 4.10) would need to be 692 
imputed to the right of the mean in order for the funnel plot to be symmetrical. The 693 





Figure 7. Forest plot for MZ-to-DZ concordance meta-analysis. The dots represent ORs for 697 
each study and horizontal lines represent the 95 % confidence intervals. The summary OR 698 
suggests a slightly higher handedness concordance in MZ twins compared to DZ twins.  699 
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There was no evidence for a difference in MZ-to-DZ concordance ORs between studies 700 
included by Sicotte et al. [10] (27 studies), excluded by Sicotte et al. [10] (one study, 701 
which was thus excluded from this analysis), and new studies (16 studies), Q(1) = 0.88, 702 
p = .349.  703 
Likewise, there was no evidence for a moderating effect of the method used to 704 
determine zygosity on concordance ORs, Q(1) = 0.04, p = .834, suggesting that there 705 
was no difference between studies using genetic and/or serological analyses (twelve 706 















In three sets of meta-analyses, we examined the influence of twin status and twin 720 
zygosity on handedness prevalence and handedness concordance. Our first set of 721 
meta-analyses confirmed that in line with Sicotte et al. [10], left-handedness (OR = 1.40, 722 
Figure 3) and non-right-handedness (OR = 1.36, Figure 5) occur more often among 723 
twins than among singletons. Moderator analyses found elevated levels of non-right-724 
handedness among twins to be independent of all variables tested with respect to a 725 
potential moderating effect. However, we found that more recent studies reported 726 
smaller differences in prevalence of left-handedness between twins and singletons 727 
(Figure 6). To test whether there is a higher left-handedness prevalence in twins 728 
compared to singletons in more recent studies at all, we estimated twin-to-singleton 729 
ORs for left-handedness for studies published pre and post 1975 separately. With a 730 
pre-1975 OR of 1.90 (95 % CI = [1.59, 2.27]) and a post-1975 OR of 1.30 (95 % CI = [1.17, 731 
1.45]), ORs for more recent studies were smaller, but still indicated a significant twin 732 
effect on left-handedness.  733 
Overall, the decrease in twin-to-singleton ORs might either be explained by a decrease 734 
in left-handedness in twins or an increase of left-handedness in singletons, or both. As 735 
already mentioned, complications occur more often in the course of multiple births 736 
[11–13], which might contribute to the development of atypical handedness [10]. 737 
However, most individual studies included in our meta-analysis did not provide 738 
information on pre- or perinatal conditions, so we could not test for a moderating effect 739 
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of these conditions on the twin-to-singleton OR. Along these lines, future research 740 
might have a closer look on the relation between birth complications and handedness. 741 
Assuming that higher proportions of left-handedness among twins might be the by-742 
product of birth complications, a decrease in atypical handedness in twins must be 743 
assigned to a decrease in the occurrence of these complications. In fact, it is well 744 
conceivable that medical progress over the last decades, that is clearly detectable, e.g. 745 
in the United States [92, 93], may have helped to equalize the risks associated with 746 
multiple and single births. Such assumptions are supported by a study by Heikkilä et 747 
al. [77] who showed differences in left-handedness in twins and singletons to 748 
disappear when controlling for birth weight, Apgar score, and gestational age. We 749 
therefore tested whether there is evidence for a decrease in left-handedness prevalence 750 
in twins (Figure 6B) by running meta-analyses on left-handedness prevalence in twins 751 
and singletons separately while including publication year as a moderator variable. 752 
However, while there was no evidence for an effect of publication year on left-753 
handedness prevalence in twins, there seemed to be a trend towards an increase of 754 
left-handedness prevalence in singletons (Figure 6C). 755 
The overall prevalence of atypical handedness in our study was lower than expected. 756 
We found 9.13 % of twins and 6.97 % of singletons to be left-handed (Table 1), while 757 
Papadatou-Pastou et al. [3] reported a figure of 10.6 % (95% CI 9.71%, 11.50%) for the 758 
general population. The low values in our study might be the result of a general effect 759 
of publication year in singletons, given that the prevalence of left-handedness has been 760 
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shown to be higher in younger than in older cohorts [25, 94, 95]. The social stigma 761 
associated with left-handedness in the last century [96] may have driven left-handers 762 
to conceal their preference in self-reports [97] and to retrain to use their right hand [25, 763 
98]. Most of the studies included in our meta-analysis were published in the previous 764 
century and their participants could have been subjected to environmental pressures 765 
against left-handedness, leading to underestimation of the true population prevalence 766 
of left-handedness. Similarly, we found low overall prevalence of mixed-handedness 767 
(3.39 % in twins and 2.67 % in singletons, Table 1), whereas Papadatou-Pastou et al. [3] 768 
gave a point estimate of 9.3 % for the general population. This might also be due to an 769 
effect of publication year. Moreover, three of five studies that provided data for mixed-770 
handedness classified handedness as writing hand so that data extracted from these 771 
studies most likely reflect not mixed-handedness, but ambidexterity, which is much 772 
rarer [99].  773 
Our second set of meta-analyses found no difference in the prevalence of atypical 774 
handedness between MZ and DZ twins (left-handedness OR = 0.98, mixed-handedness 775 
OR = 0.96, non-right-handedness OR = 1.01, Table 3). This result is consistent with the 776 
meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10] who interpreted this null-effect as indication against 777 
mirror imaging theories designed to explain heightened frequencies of left-handers 778 
and frequent handedness discordance among MZ twins [100–102]. Indeed, it weakens 779 
the hypothesis suggesting that the monozygotic twinning process is responsible for 780 
atypical handedness [10]. Moreover, it indicates that the overall heightened 781 
frequencies of left- and non-right-handers among twins are independent of the twins’ 782 
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zygosity. A moderator analysis showed that this effect was not influenced by the 783 
method used to determine the twins’ zygosity, thus refuting the idea that the result 784 
was affected by the accuracy with which twins were classified as monozygotic or 785 
dizygotic. All in all, revealing comparable prevalence of atypical handedness for MZ 786 
and DZ twins cannot enrichen knowledge about genetic contribution to handedness 787 
per se. As already recognized by Sicotte et al. [10], to do so, it is crucial to look at 788 
pairwise handedness concordance or discordance of MZ and DZ twin pairs. 789 
Our third set of meta-analyses found a small yet significant effect (OR = 1.11, Figure 7) 790 
for higher handedness concordance among MZ (80.49 %) as compared to DZ (79.27 %) 791 
twins, consistent with the meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10]. Even though other 792 
publications have demonstrated the occurrence of handedness discordance among MZ 793 
twin pairs [100, 101, 103, 104], it was estimated to concern a minority of 20-25 % of 794 
cases [2]. Stronger phenotypic variation among DZ compared to MZ pairs indicates a 795 
certain genetic foundation of that phenotype [2, 26]. Therefore, our results confirm 796 
handedness to rely on genetic factors to some extent [10] and are consistent with 797 
heritability estimates of 0.24-0.26 [31–33]. A moderator analysis suggested that the 798 
frequencies of handedness concordance did not differ between studies included in the 799 
meta-analysis by Sicotte et al. [10], studies explicitly excluded from Sicotte et al. [10], 800 
and more recent studies.  801 
To allow future meta-analyses to perform comparisons on handedness prevalence in 802 
twins more specifically (e.g., handedness in male vs. female twins, or handedness in 803 
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same sex pairs vs. opposite sex pairs), it is desirable that researchers report results 804 
broken down for parameters like zygosity, sex, and consider data on birth 805 
complications. As this might be beyond the scope of individual papers, we encourage 806 
authors to provide open raw data in publicly accessible repositories such as the osf.io. 807 
The present study is not without limitations. We did not investigate relative hand skill 808 
but were restricted to hand preference. Measuring hand preference is far more 809 
established as compared to assessing relative hand skill, as it is easier and more 810 
convenient [105]. Most of the studies included in our meta-analysis only provided 811 
information on hand preference, not allowing for an additional analysis for hand skill. 812 
Moreover, hand preference and hand skill correlate to some extent [106–108], and the 813 
distribution of handedness categories overlaps for preference- and skill-related 814 
criterions in 90 % of the cases [109].  815 
Similarly, our study only dealt with handedness direction in terms of categorial 816 
handedness classification which does not take into account the fact that individual 817 
handedness can further be defined regarding its strength or its degree. Along these 818 
lines, other approaches consider handedness as a continuum, extending the question 819 
to how strong or how consistently one hand is preferred, used, or skilled over the 820 
other. Indeed, several findings obtained within laterality research on associations 821 
between handedness and structural brain lateralization [110] or cognitive performance 822 
[111, 112] as well as concerning the genetic foundation of handedness [113, 114] are 823 
linked to strength but not direction of handedness. However, since most studies 824 
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included in the present meta-analyses did not assess handedness in a continuous 825 
manner, we were unable to account for handedness strength. Therefore, it falls to 826 
future studies to extend their assessment repertoire by measures of handedness 827 
strength.  828 
From a methodological point of view, it is further crucial to mention that overall, our 829 
moderator analyses are low in power due to the investigated study sample sizes. Of 830 
note, in some cases, moderator levels included only three data points calling for an 831 















To summarize, our analyses provide evidence for increased frequencies of left- and 845 
non-right-handedness among twins compared to singletons but do not support the 846 
notion of elevated prevalence of atypical handedness among MZ compared to DZ 847 
twins. Therefore, our findings are in line with the interpretation that twin or multiple 848 
births may be accompanied by certain environmental conditions that disturb the 849 
establishment of right-handedness. Moreover, our analysis showed that the 850 
prevalence of atypical handedness seems to be steadily equalizing for twins and 851 
singletons over time. Indeed, the last decades may have advanced medical progress so 852 
that the occurrence of risks associated twin births that mediate the shift towards non-853 
right-handedness is aligned with the occurrence of these risks within single births. 854 
However, separate analysis in twins and singletons suggests that this effect is rather 855 
the product of an increase of left-handedness prevalence in singletons rather than a 856 
decrease of left-handedness prevalence in twins. As we further showed MZ twins to 857 
be more frequently handedness concordant than DZ twins, we can confirm a partially 858 
genetic foundation of phenotypic handedness which, however, does not seem to 859 
account for the vast majority of this trait. We generally acknowledge phenotypic 860 
handedness to arise from a complex interaction of genetic and environmental 861 
influences that can only be understood by means of multi-level approaches. Specifying 862 
how handedness evolves should finally serve to comprehend the population level 863 
predominance of right-handedness as well as the overrepresentation of atypical 864 
handedness in samples like twins.  865 
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Table 1. Results of meta-analysis set 1.  1238 
 Left-handedness Mixed-handedness Non-right-
handedness 
Studies (k) 19  
13 included in [10] 
1 excluded from 
[10] 
5 new studies 
5 
2 included in [10] 
3 new studies 
20 
13 included in [10] 
1 excluded from 
[10] 
6 new studies 





188,922 39,123 189,274 
Twins (n) 49,881 26,625 50,066 
Singletons (n) 139,041 12,498 139,208 
Prevalence in twins 9.13 % (n = 4,552) 3.39 % (n = 903) 11.11 % (n = 5,564) 
Prevalence in 
singletons 
6.97 % (n = 9,692) 2.67 % (n = 334) 7.23 % (n = 10,069) 
OR [95 % CI] 1.40 [1.26, 1.57] 1.08 [0.52, 2.27] 1.36 [1.22, 1.52] 





Q(18) = 45.42*** 
I2 = 60.39 % 
Tau2  = 0.02 
Q(4) = 10.39* 
I2 = 72.68 % 
Tau2 = 0.46 
Q(19) = 37.94** 
I2 = 61.06 % 
Tau2 = 0.02 
***p < .001, **p < .01, *p<.05 1239 
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Table 2: Twin-to-singleton ORs in the different levels of the categorial moderator variables within the non-right-handedness (NRH) comparison. 1240 
Overall, 20 studies were included in the NRH comparison (see main text). In cases where numbers do not add up to 20, some of the studies did not 1241 
include information on the moderator variable. 1242 










OR [95 % CI] 
Sicotte et al. [10] meta-
analysis 
Yes (included in Sicotte et al. [10]) 13 85,371 8,281 77,090 1.43 [1.23, 1.66] 
 No (new study) 6 38,394 30,773 7,621 1.26 [1.01, 1.57] 
Ancestry  Europe/USA/Australia 16 101,828 38,090 63,738 1.40 [1.23, 1.59] 
 East Asia  3 21,937 964 20,973 1.16 [0.79, 1.72] 
Study purpose  Handedness in twins 
 
17 187,645 49,375 138,270 1.38 [1.23, 1.54] 
 Other purpose  3 1,629 691 938 1.21 [0.85, 1.74] 
Type of singleton group Genetically related to the twins 
 
4 77,763 15,614 62,149 1.31 [1.07, 1.60]  
 Genetically unrelated to the twins  12 103,122 33,799 69,323 1.41 [1.22, 1.63] 
Handedness classification  R-A-L 
 
4 38,975 26,511 12,464 1.12 [0.87, 1.45] 
 R-L 
 
12 83,177 11,852 71,325 1.45 [1.26, 1.68] 
59 
 
Method of handedness 
assessment 
Preference obtained from 
inventories containing more than 
one item 
 
5 16,721 1,560 15,161 1.57 [1.26, 1.95] 
 Self-reports/writing hand  
 





Table 3. Results of meta-analysis set 2.  1245 
 Left-handedness Mixed-handedness Non-right-
handedness 
Studies (k) 43 
27 included in [10] 
3 excluded from 
[10] 
13 new studies 
10 
5 included in [10] 
5 new studies 
47 
28 included in [10] 
3 excluded from 
[10] 
16 new studies 





59,973 28,511 63,181 
MZ twins (n) 25,957 10,164 27,203 
DZ twins (n) 34,016 18,347 35,978 
Prevalence in MZ 
twins 
11.45 % (n = 2,971) 1.83 % (n = 186) 12.08 % (n = 3,286) 
Prevalence in DZ 
twins 
11.82 % (n = 4,019) 3.26 % (n = 599) 13.29 % (n = 4,780) 
OR [95 % CI] 0.98 [0.89, 1.07] 0.96 [0.46, 1.99] 1.01 [0.91, 1.12] 
61 
 
z -0.51 -0.11 0.13 
Heterogeneity 
among studies 
Q(42) = 74.08** 
I2 = 36.00 % 
Tau2 = 0.02 
Q(9) = 100.52*** 
I2 = 86.33 % 
Tau2 = 0.88 
Q(46) = 149.78*** 
I2 = 57.63 % 
Tau2 = 0.05 
***p < .001, **p < .01, *p<.05 1246 
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